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INTRODUCTION
Ecologists have found that the distribution of or­
ganisms of most species in a field is either more clumped 
(contagious) or more regular than would be expected if 
the organisms were placed at random in the field. It 
should therefore be beneficial to study the properties of 
certain contagious and regular distributions. In this 
paper, the summed Poisson and compound Poisson distribu­
tions will be introduced.
These are generalizations of the Poisson distribu­
tion, the distribution which arises when considering the 
number of random events occurring in a certain amount of 
time or space, A contagious distribution is then devel­
oped which is both a summed Poisson and a compound Poisson 
distribution. Lastly, the sampling variance of a very 
regular distribution will be derived.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
CONTAGIOUS DISTRIBUTIONS
I. SUMMED POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS
In the Poisson distribution, the probability of 
exactly n events is given by
~ , n
(1) %(n, ) = --- -----
where / > 0 is the expected number of events. If dif­
ferent individuals of a population have different values 
of A , and if X' is distributed according to the cumula­
tive distribution function U(X ), the probability of n 
events in the total population is given by the Reimann- 
Stieltjes integral,
(2) %  = -̂ o - n’.'̂  
The distribution defined by (2) will be called the summed
Poisson distribution.
The mean value of the summed Poisson distribution is
00 00 ^  - A  / n 00 -A j n
nSo “ "n = n§0 A  ). Since
converges uniformly to A  on any internal [0, a], a ^  0 , 
the order of integration and summation may be interchanged 
to obtain
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^ ^ nt ^  dU(A) = A dU(/v) - m.
Therefore the mean value of the summed Poisson distri­
bution equals the mean value of the cumulative distribu­
tion function U ( A ).
It is natural to compare distributions related to 
the Poisson with the Poisson distribution with the same 
mean. Theorem 1 adopted from Feller [1] is such a com­
parison.
THEOREM 1.
Let U ( A ) be any c.d.f. with mean m then
(3) -n: > (O, m)o —
and
(4) ^  < m.
For the proof of (3) we have e dU( X)
= e ^ dU( A ). Replacing ^ by a Taylor
series expansion with a remainder we obtain
1 + (m- X ) + ^ ̂  dU(A )
where 0 < 0 < 1 .
Since / ® d U ( A )  = 1, /® A  dUCA ) = m
and Cm-X ^  ̂ ^  0, we get
> e~“ = ttCg , m).
The proof of (4) is similar. Writing mTî  - as
e'” (m-X) dU(X)
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and replacing with, a Taylor series expansion, we
obtain
*71̂  ̂_ =, e-m jr;;) m-- +. (m-- )2 e/Stn-- ) aij( )
where 0 < 6 < 1, Again, since / ^ d U ( A  ) = 1,
A  dU( A  ) = m, and (m-A e^^^ ^  ̂  dU( X  ) > 0, we
have
m Tt̂  -• Ti:̂ > 0
or T̂ i 
~  1O
The first part of Theorem 1 states that when 
sampling a summed Poisson distribution, the proportion 
of samples in which no events occur is greater than or 
equal to the proportion of samples in which no events 
occur with no entries for the Poisson distribution with 
the same mean.
The inequalities (3) and (4) can be made sharper 
by using two more terms of the Taylor series of e“~ X  
If this is done we obtain
(3') ’'o i
and
(4 ' ) m%^ - TT-̂ 2> e~"“ o^ - H
2where o and M are respectively the second and third 
moments about the mean of U ( A ).
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Thus,
and
= /“ ( / -  m)2 dD(X )
M , /“  ( X -  m)^ dU(X).
Feller states that
< n (l, m)
2whenever 2o - M > 0 .
This statement is untrue as shown by the following coun­
terexample. Let the distribution of be given by
]p (y/( . 8 ) . :L//;2
p( A  = 10) = 1/2 .
Then
m = ^*8 + •^•10 = 9,
= ■|(8-9)^ + ^(10-9)^ = 1
and M = ■̂ (8—9)^ + ■^(lO—9)^ = 0.
Therefore M = 0 < 2 = 2*o^,
but > T[( 1, m) , since
= '̂  8 e ^ 10 e = ,0015090
%(l, m) = 9 e“^ = .0011105
It is true, however, that (4) becomes a strict in- 
equality if 2o - M > 0. This is easily seen from (4*) 
and might be what Feller intended to say.
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A property of the summed Poisson distribution 
which is not contained in Feller's paper is that samples 
in which many events occur have a greater probability 
than would be expected if the distribution were random. 
This is stated formally in Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2, For any distribution U(/^) such that 
0 < iA, -m)^ dUCA )» there exists an B such that
%(n, m) < for all n > H.n
Proof: Since a > 0, 3  a > 0 and b ^  m + a such that
•^m+a ) = P > 0. Since is unbounded
and increasing, there exists N such that n > H implies
e”™  ̂ /m+a^^
or m^ e”°̂ < p(m+a)^ e""̂ .
/ n -
Since for A  in the interval [m+a, b] — --
nl
(m+a)n —bT  , we have
%  ' C  ""ni ^ au(A) > dn(X)
We note that the variance of the summed Poisson
distribution is 
OD p p OD g X / n g
nSo ” ’'n - “ = nSo “ C -  ^  ̂  “
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6
2 — X y. n o
= / ®  I ^  ̂   dU( X ) - =
y* ^ ( X + X  ̂  ) du ( X ) - m =
/ o X  ̂ u( A ) + / o dU( A ) - = m +
Ecologists have used a variance - mean ratio greater
than one an indicator of contagion. The variance - mean2
ratio of the summed Poisson distribution is -— ^ > 1m —
and therefore represents a contagious distribution in this 
sense,
II. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND THE COMPOUND POISSON DISTRIBUTION 
Before considering another generalization of the Poisson 
distribution, the concept and properties of generating func­
tions will be introduced. For the proof of these proper­
ties see Feller [2].
Definition. Let X be a random variable assuming the values 
0 , 1, 2, ... with distribution given by 
p(X = n) = P^
The series
OD
= nio
is called the generating function for the distribution of 
® nX if Z_P_ s converges in some interval -s < s < s , n=o ^ o o
Examples
(a) If X has the distribution p(X = 0) = q, 
p(X = 1) = p, where p + q = l; then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(5) f(s) = q + ps
(b) If X has the Poisson distribution, then
(6) f(s) = E = s" = e- ̂  ®n=0
The mean value of any random variable X with genera­
ting function f(s) is
(7) E(X) = m = f'(l).
If lim f'(s) = ®
8 -> 1
then the mean of X does not exist.
The variance of X is
(8) var (X) = = f"(l) + f'(l) - Cf'(l)3^
THEOREM 3» If X and Y are independent random variables 
with generating functions f(s) and g(s) respectively then
(9) h(s) = f(s)'g(s)
is the generating function of X + Y.
THEOREM Let X^ be a sequence of mutually inde­
pendent random variables with the common distribution 
p(X^ = n) = p^ with generating function f(s).
Let the distribution of the random variable N have 
the generating function g(s). The generating function, 
h(s), of the sum 8^ = X^ + . .. 4- X̂  ̂ is the compound func­
tion
(10) h(s) = g(f(s))
Two examples of Theorem 4 are of special interest
(a) If the have distribution
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8
P(X^ = 1) = p and P(X^ = 0) = q 
then by (5)
(11) h(s) = g(q, + ps)
(b) If N has a Poisson distribution with mean /\ , 
then by (6)
(12) h(s) = e' ^
Any distribution which has a generating function with 
the form of (12) will be called a compound Poisson distri­
bution. The properties of the compound Poisson distribu­
tion are treated in detail by Feller and will not be con­
sidered here,
III. NEYMAN*S TYPE -A DISTRIBUTION
As an illustration of the importance of compound 
Poisson and summed Poisson distributions in the study of 
contagious distributions, Neyman’s Type A contagious dis­
tribution [3] will be considered. Neyman was interested 
in the distribution of larvae in a field, which is di­
vided into plots of equal areas. He wished to determine 
the probability c^ that exactly K larvae are found in a 
certain plot.
In his paper, Neyman kept his discussion general 
and only at a late stage did he make the simplifying 
assumptions. Therefore he had to use very complicated 
differential arguments. Here we will start by making the 
simplifying assumptions, which will allow us to use the
ReprocJucecJ with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproctuction prohibitect without permission.
powerful tool of generating functionso Neyman assumed 
(a) The larvae may come from various litters. (b) The 
probability that exactly Y litters are represented on 
the plot is given by the Poisson distribution (l).
(c) The probability f^ that there are exactly n sur­
vivors is the same for all litters ; the generating func­
tion for this distribution will be represented by f(s),
(d) The probability that a given individual of a par­
ticular litter is found on the plot is p. The genera­
ting function for the distribution of the probability 
of the given individual being found on the plot is 
therefore given by (5) where q = 1-p. (e) The para­
meter u generally depends on the litter of which the 
individual is a member (and varies, in particular, with 
the position of the litter relative to the plot being 
considered). However, u here will be taken as a constant, 
say u = Ug.
Now, by Theorem 4, the generating function for the 
distribution of survivors of a particular litter in the 
plot under observation is
(13) f(q + ps)
Since the number of litters in the plot has a 
Poisson distribution, the generating function of the 
distribution of the number of larvae in the plot is
(14) C ( s ) = e ^ + X  f(q+ps)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by (12) -;nd (13).
Mow pssu:ne tbr,t the distribution of the number of 
survivors from prticul=r litter is Poisson with inenn 
M , thus
f(s) = e-"‘ -
snd
f(q + ps) - e-‘‘ ■ ''(1 "
Under this added assumption C(s) becomes
C(s) = e- + A  e
=  8
or
“M + M(q + ps) 
- A q A  e-KP MPs
A + A  + as(15) C(s) = e '®
where = Mp. 
Âlt
A + A  e-a + as  ̂ A "(e-ae*S) nE en=0 n;
OD ^-A j n „-an o
= n=0 k=0 k:
- y akgk ®  A ^ e-a" n‘̂
k=0 k: n=0 nl
-  y  g k  e Z L a i  ?  n^fA e-®)"
k=o k: „èo n;
Therefore
=k = 4 ^  J o
This agrees with the result announced by Neymsn [  ̂] as
n
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equation (43).
Neyman's distribution is a compound Poisson dis­
tribution by (13). It is also a summed distribution since, 
if X takes on values na only, a > 0, n = 0 ,  1, ..., and 
if X  has the Poisson distribution p( X = na) = -— —
then (2) becomes
„  _ e-^ X  ^ e-^ ak ^  A  )“
k “ n=0 k: n* ~ k: n=0 n:
which is the same as (l6).
The mean and the variance of Neyman's distribution 
can be calculated from (15) by using (?) and (8).
C'(s) = a X  e -  ̂  -  e-/ + ^
and o"(s) = (a X  e"® + e* + X  e'®
+ a^ X  e“® + e"'^ + ^  g-a + as ^
Therefore
m = C ' ( l ) = a X  = Mp X
and
= C"(l) + G'(l) - [ C  (1)]2
= (a X  )̂  -t X  + a X - Ca X
a2 X  + a X  =
m S ^ X  + Mp X  .
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CHAPTER 2 
REGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
Botanists have noticed that the variance of the 
distribution of the number of plants found in a quadrat 
(square or rectangle) depends on the area of the quadrat. 
They have used this fact to investigate the contagion 
and regularity in the distribution of plants. Instead 
of sampling randomly with different quadrat sizes, a 
grid of contiguous quadrats is laid out, and increasing 
quadrat sizes are then built up by blocking adjacent qua­
drats in pairs, fours, eights, etc. For a survey of the 
literature using this method see P. Greig-Smith [4].
I. SAMPLING THE SQUARE LATTICE
The effect of quadrat size on the variance when ran­
domly sampling a regular distribution in the form of a 
square lattice (all points in a plane with integral coordi­
nates) will be obtained below.
Consider the one-dimensional lattice consisting of 
the points 0, + 1, + 2, ... . This is to be randomly 
sampled by an interval of length
X = n + a
where n is an integer and 0 < a < l. Let the number of 
lattice points in the interval of length f be the random
12
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variable X. The distribution of X is given by
p(X = n) = 1-a and p(X = n + 1) = cx
Then
(17) m = E(X) = n(l-a) + (n+l)a = 
n - n a  + na + a = n + a =  ^
and
(18) var(X) = = (n- )^(l-a) + (n+1 - )̂ ot =
(n - (n+a))  ̂ (1-a) + (n+1 - (n+a))^a =
a^(l-a) + (l-a)^a = a(1-a)
For a very elegant derivation of (17) and (IB) see Kendall 
and Moran [4].
From (17) and (18) it is easy to derive the mean 
and variance of the number of points in a rectangle placed 
randomly on a square lattice with sides parallel to the 
X and y axis. The number of lattice points in a rectangle 
may be regarded as the product of two independent random 
variables X and Y which are respectively the numbers of 
lattice points on a linear lattice in the intervals cor­
responding to the sides of the rectangle in the x and y 
directions. Let the length of the sides of the rectangle 
be r = n + a^ in the x direction and s = N + a^ in the Y 
direction. By (17) and (18)
E(X) = r, = Var (X) = a^(l-a^)
E(Y) = 8 and = Var (Y) = a„(l-a_)j y y
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Therefore
(19) m = E(X,Y) = E(X)E(Y) = rs 
and
= E(X^Y^) - E(XY)^ =
E(X^)E(Y^) - E(X^)E(Y)^ +
E(X^)E(Y)^ - E(X)^E(Y)^ =
E(X^) CE(Y^) - E(Y)^]
+ E(Y)^[E(X^) - E(X)^] =
E(X^) Oy - E(X)^ Oy + E(X)^ Oy 
+ E(Y)^ =
Qy + E(X)^ Gy + E(Y)^
( 2 0 )  =  o L ^ ( l - a ^ )  OLy ( 1 - d y )  +  r ^  a y ( l - a y )
+ a^(l-a^).
In particular, if the rectangle is a square, then 
^ = r = 8 and therefore by (19) and (20)
(21) m = J2 o
(22) = al (l-a^)^ + 2 i  ^ a^(l-a^)
As another example, consider the case where r = 2s. In 
particular let
s =r =  ̂ and " - — -
,/2
where is the length of the side of the square with the 
same area as the rectangle determined by r and s.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then (20) becomes
(23) (7̂ = a^(l-a^) CXy (1-Oly) + 2 i  ̂tty (l-Œy)
0 2 
+ -^2
where r = ypz" ~ ^ ‘̂'x
Is =   - = N + a„./2—  y
Equations (22) and (23) have been graphed (Fig» 1 
and Fig. 2), The equations and graphs show that variance 
as function of area depends on the slope of the quadrat »
IX. SAMPLING THE DIAGONAL LATTICE
The orientation of the quadrat in relation to the 
X and y axis also affects the variance as a function of 
area. This is shown below by sampling the square lattice 
with a square which is oriented at a 43° angle with re­
spect to the X and y axis.
Consider first the lattice that consists of all 
points (x, y ) where x and y are integers and x + y is 
even. This will be called the diagonal lattice. The 
diagonal lattice will be randomly sampled with a square 
with sides parallel to the x and y axis. Let u be the 
number of rows and v be the number of columns that occur 
in the square. If either u or v is even, then the number 
of lattice points in the square is given by ~  . If both
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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u and V are odd, the number of lattice points is given 
by either ^  = 3iv±l
or iazlil + ^  = aZÿl
depending on whether the first row in the square con­
tains or lattice points. If the random variables
U and V are respectively the numbers of rows and columns
then U and V are independent. If II is the length of the 
side of the square and 2n <  ^ < 2n + 1, = 2n + P, then
U and V have the distribution
p(U = 2n) = p(V = 2n) = 1 - 3
p(U = 2n+l) = p(v = 2n+l) = 3
Let the random variable X be the number of lattice points
in the square. The distribution of X for 2n < I < 2n + 1
is therefore given by
P(X = 2n^) = (1-3)^
P(X = 2n^ + n) = 2 3(1-3)
PCX = 2n^ + 2n + 1) = I f
PCX = 2n^ + 2n) = | 3̂  
since the two cases when U and V are both odd have the 
same probability of occurring.
Thus the mean value of X for 2n < < 2n + 1 is
m = E(X) =
2n^ (1-3)^ + (2n^+n)2 3(1-3) + (2n^ + 2n + 1) |  ̂ +
(2n + 2n) ̂  3 = 2n^ L(l—3)^ + 2 3(1— 3) (̂ 1 +
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2n[p(l-p) + + i  = 2n^ + 2np + i
(2n+P)2 J( ^
=  Z  =   2  ...
and
= E(X^) - = 4n^ (l-p)^ + (2n^ + n)^ 2p(l-p)
+ (2n^ + 2n+l)^ i P^ + (2n^ + 2n)^ i  P ^  L —
= 4n"̂  [(l-P)^ + 2P(1-P) + p2] + 8n^[p(l-P) + p^] 
+ n^[2p(l-P) + 6p^] 2n p^ + ^  p^ - (4n^ + 8n^P 
+ 6n^ P^ + 2np^ + ^  ) 
2 “  “  TT"
= X? 2p(l-p) + 2np^(l-p) + ^  -
p 2  p 4
= 2n P(l“"P)(n+P) + '>y~‘— 77
= (2n + P - P) p (l-p)^E£u2t_|_±-Ê^ +
= ( % --P) P ( ]L-p ) h  + jg!: --
/ & ^ - p^) p (i-p) , p^ p"̂
= V---------------------- ^   + T "  -
i ^ p (l-p) p^ p^(l-p)^
Similarly, if 2n - 1 < < 2n then the distribution
of X where = 2n - ^  is 
P(X = 2n^) = (l - r ) ^  
pCx = 2n^ - n) = 2 (l - Y)
P(X = 2n^ - 2n + l) = ^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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P(X = 2n^ - 2n) = -| d'
Therefore the mean value of X for 2n - 1 < < 2n
is m = E(X) = 2n^(l- ^ + (2n^ - n) 2 y (1 - ^  )
+ (2n^ - 2n + 1)| 2T ^ + (2n^ - 2n)| ^  ^
4n^ - 4n + if ̂  k ^
 2 ~
and = E(X^) - = 4n^(l - if )̂  + (2n^ + n)^ 2 2T (1- ef )
+ (2n^ - 2n + 1)^ I  ̂+ (2n^ - 2n)^ | ^  ̂ " "̂ IT
= 2n # (1- 2f )(n- y  ) + | 2f ̂
= ( I? + y  )(i- y  )(— : --) + § 3f ̂
=  Jt  +  J % r  y  ,)L2 4 4
By letting 
= 2n + a  0 < | a | < l
the two previous oases can he combined to give
k 2m = E(X) = “I—  
and = E(X-m)^ =
& ^lal(l-lal) + + lal^(l-lal)^2 ^ 2+ ^ 4
Sampling the square lattice with a square which has 
sides of length 0,  ̂and oriented at a 45° angle with 
respect to the x and y axis is the same as sampling the 
diagonal lattice with a square which has sides of length 
Jl = A  o and oriented with sides parallel to the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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X and y axes. Therefore the mean and variance of the 
number of points in a square with sides of length  ̂
placed at random in a swuare lattice and oriented at a 
45° angle to the x and y axes is given by
“ = •̂* ^ •'2 —  = 4
and =
) M a |  (l-|g|) ^ ^ |.|2 (l-|g|)^
where ^ = 2n + a
0  5  k l  5  1
The variance (24) as a function of ^ is graphed 
in Fig, 3,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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